Abstract. We prove weak Siegel-Weil formula for the space M 2 (Q). By this formula and the Siegel-Weil formula, we give the explicit formulae for Hecke correspondence's degree and average representation numbers over genus associated to Eichler orders. At last, we give the explicit formulae for representations of a number as sums of three squares or four squares by local Whittaker functions, and find that these functions are exactly the local factors of Hardy's singular series.
Introduction
Weil gave the relation between the value of Eisenstein series and integral of theta function in the paper [We2] , which is called the SiegelWeil formula. It plays a very important role in number theory and arithmetic geometry.
In this paper, we mainly study the arithmetic and geometry on quaternion algebras. By the Siegel-Weil formula, we give the explicit formulae for Hecke correspondence's degree and average representation numbers over genus. We identify these numbers with Fourier coefficients of Eisenstein series, which could be written as infinite products of local Whittaker functions.
There are mainly two ways to study representation numbers of positive definite quadratic forms, that is, the Siegel-Weil formula and the cycle method. By the Siegel-Weil formula, we give the exactly formulae for representation numbers of three squares and four squares sums. Hardy [Ha1] [Ha2] studied the representation number via singular series, which is an infinite product. We find these two methods locally are the same, i.e., the local factors of singular series are equal to local Whittaker functions.
Siegel-Weil formula holds for all quaternion algebras over Q except the space M 2 (Q). For this space, we prove the Siegel-Weil formula except the constant term and call it weak Siegel-Weil formula (Theorem 1.2) in this paper.
Let us recall the classical Siegel-Weil formula of the orthogonal type. Let (V, Q) be a quadratic space over Q with even dimension m. For the reductive dual pair G = Sp n and H = O(V ), one has the Weil representation ω of group G(A) × H(A) which acts on S(V n (A)). For convenience, we assume n = 1, hence G = SL 2 .
For an algebraic group W over Q, set [W ] = W (Q)\W (A). Then the theta kernel ( [We] )
is an automorphic form on [G] × [H] , where ϕ ∈ S(V (A)), g ∈ G(A), h ∈ H(A). So the theta integral (1.2) I(g, ϕ) = [H] θ(g, h, ϕ)dh is an automorphic form on [G] if the integral is absolutely convergent. There is another way to construct automorphic forms from ϕ ∈ S(V (A)). For s ∈ C, let I(s, χ V ) = Ind (1.4) λ = λ V : S(V (A)) → I(s 0 , χ V ), λ(ϕ)(g) = ω(g)(0).
It is defined locally, and we write λ = ⊗ p λ p . We often drop the index p of λ p if there is no confusion. Since there exists a section Φ ∈ I(s, χ V ) such that λ(ϕ) = Φ(g, s 0 ), hence one write (1.5) E(g, s, ϕ) = E(g, s, Φ).
The Siegel-Weil formula is extended by Kudla and Rallis ([KR1] , [KR2] ), which asserts that two automorphic forms I(g, ϕ) and E(g, s 0 , ϕ) are coincide: Theorem 1.1. (Siegel-Weil formula) Assume V is anisotropic or m − r > 2, where r is the Witt index. Then for every ϕ ∈ S(V (A)), the Eisenstein series E(g, s; ϕ) is holomorphic at s 0 , and E(g, s 0 , ϕ) = κI(g, ϕ), where κ = 2 when m ≤ 2 and κ = 1 otherwise.
For the space which doesn't satisfy the above convergence condition, one could study the regularized theta integral. Kudla and Rallis studied the regularized Siegel-Weil formula [KR3] , and a lot of cases have been proved by Gan, Qiu and Takeda in [GQT] .
In this paper, we study the quadratic space V = (M 2 (Q), Q) with quadratic form Q = det. The main idea of proving the Siegel-Weil formula is to compare the Fourier coefficients of Eisenstein series and theta integral. The next theorem shows that they are equal except the constant term. Theorem 1.2. Weak Siegel-Weil formula For any η ∈ Q * and ϕ ∈ S(V (A)), E η (g, s, ϕ) is holomorphic at s = s 0 and I η (g, ϕ) is absolutely convergent. Moreover, one has (1.6) E η (g, s 0 , ϕ) = I η (g, ϕ)
.
where E η (g, s 0 , ϕ) is η-th Fourier coefficient of Eisenstein series, and I η (g, ϕ) is η-th Fourier coefficient of I(g, ϕ).
Remark 1.3. (1) The Siegel-Weil formula holds if and only if
for all η ∈ Q. So above theorem is almost the Siegel-Weil formula except the constant term, and we call it weak Siegel-Weil formula.
(2) Kudla's work [Ku2] shows that the Fourier coefficients of theta integral always have geometric explanations, i.e., degrees of cycles on Shimura varieties. Following the above theorem, we could compute these numbers via Fourier coefficients of Eisenstein series, which could be written as infinite products. It is also holds for any other indefinite quaternions, since there exists the Siegel-Weil formula.
We drop rank one elements in V (Q), and define
Then the integral is given by
When η = 0, it is easy to see that
,
is the Fourier coefficients of I(g, ϕ).
The above result could be extended to the case when ϕ ∞ is a polynomial times a Gaussian.
We assume that D > 0 is a square free integer, and let B = B(D) be the quaternion algebra which is ramified at a finite prime p if and only if p|D. The reduced norm, denoted by det in this paper, gives a canonical quadratic form Q on B and makes it as a quadratic space.
In this paper, we denote any other quaternion algebra over Q by V ′ , which is anisotropic. For a positive integer N which is prime to
When B is definite, there is a very interesting question to compute the representation number (for a positive integer m)
In general, it is very hard to compute, so we consider its average over the genus, which is denoted by (1.11)
It depends only on D and N, and is independent of the choice of Eichler order O D (N). From Siegel's formula [Si] , it could be written as an infinite product. Now it is could be viewed as coefficients of Eisenstein series, which is the motivation of Siegel-Weil formula. When B is an indefinite quaternion, let Γ 
is the volume of X D 0 (N) with respect to Ω 0 = 1 2π y −2 dx ∧ dy. Two kinds of numbers r D,N (m) defined as above are Fourier coefficients of theta integral, see Section 5 for details. We could compute these numbers via Fourier coefficients of Eisenstein series in the following result. Theorem 1.5. Let notations be as above and k be the number of prime factors of m, then one has
Remark 1.6. The case D = 1 follows from the weak Siegel-Weil formula(Theorem 1.2).
As an application of the Theorem 1.5, we obtain the following result. Corollary 1.7. Assume D is a square-free positive integer with even number of prime factors, one has
The Hecke operator T (n) is a map of Div(X 0 (N)) to itself given by :
where τ ∈ H * = H {Q} and [τ ] is the corresponding member of X 0 (N). Then one has (1.13)
Moreover, when N = 1, we recover the well known result (1.14)
When D = 1, it also gives a similar explanation for Shimura curve X D 0 (N). By Theorem 1.5, one reprove the main results in [DY] as follows.
Theorem 1.8. [DY, Theorem 1.1,1.2,1.3 and 1.4]For primes p, q, let Dpq be a square-free positive integer, and let N be a positive integer prime to Dpq. For every positive integer m, we have (1.15)
Remark 1.9. In [DY] , the second equation is proved with the assumption D > 1. We extend it to the case D = 1 here by the weak Siegel-Weil formula(Theorem 1.2).
For positive integer m, let r k (m) denotes the number of representations of an integer m as a sum of k squares. Recall that m≥0 r k (m)q m is the k-th power of theta series, i.e., m≥0 r k (m)q m = (θ(τ )) k with θ(τ ) = 1 + q + · · · + q n 2 + · · · , where q = e 2πiτ and τ ∈ H. By the circle method, Hardy [Ha1] and Ramanujan [Ra1] proved that
which is called singular series. Here
and 5, 6, 7, 8, Hardy [Ha1] [Ha2] gave the exactly formula by
He also claimed that it is false when s = 2 and s > 8. Bateman proved that this conclusion holds when s = 3, 4 in [Ba] . Comparing factors of singular series with local Whittaker functions, we give another proof in the last section. By the Siegel-Weil formula, we reprove the following result as follows. 
where p runs over prime factors of l. Here h(d) is the class number, χ d is the character associated to quadratic field Q( √ −m) and w is the number of roots of unity.
For a discriminant m > 0, define Hurwitz class number H(m) be the number of classes of positive definite quadratic forms of discriminant −m, which is given by
where −m = df 2 . When m is not a discriminant, H(m) = 0. This formula is similar as equation (1.22), one could obtain Hirzebruch and Zagier's result [HZ] , see Corollary 6.4.
Since A k (m) is multiplicative in k, one could write
where S p (m) = ∞ r=0 A p r (m). In order to prove Theorem 1.10, we compute the local Whittaker functions. Comparing these functions with S p (m), one has the following result. Theorem 1.11. Let B(2) be the quaternion algebra over Q with discriminant 2 and B 0 (2) be the trace zero subspace of B(2). 1) Let L = Zi+Zj+Zk be the lattice in quadratic space V = (B 0 (2), Q), one has
2) Let L = Z + Zi + Zj + Zk be the lattice in V = (B(2), Q), one has
Here lattices L and L are given in Section 6, and the normalized local Whittaker function
, m) and W p (1, m) are defined by equation (7.7).
Remark 1.12. It implies that local factors of G s (m) are equal to local Whittaker functions. We expect that it could be extended to the case s = 5, 6, 7, 8 at least. Recall taht r s (m) could be written as product of local Whittaker functions. As an application of the above theorem, we reprove the following result in Section 7. Theorem 1.13. [Ba] (1.26) r s (m) = ρ s (m), s = 3, 4.
Remark 1.14. We find that the circle method and Siegel-Weil formula are the same in this question. From Hardy and Bateman's work, the above equality is true when 2 < s < 9. For s = 5, 6, 7, 8, we leave it to readers to check by the Siegel-Weil method.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the Weil representation and recall Kudla's matching pairs. In Section 3, we prove the convergence of theta integralĨ(g, ϕ) (Ĩ η (g, ϕ)) in Theorem 3.2 ( Proposition 3.4). Combining Proposition 3.4 with Theorem 4.2, we prove the weak Siegel-Weil formula 1.2 in Section 4. In Section 5, we identify numbers r D,N with Fourier coefficients of Eisenstein series and give the exactly formula in Theorem 1.5. Finally, we give the exactly formula for representation number of four and three squares sum in Theorem 1.10 in Section 6. Comparing the local Whittaker functions with local factors of singular series, we prove Theorem 1.11 and 1.13 in the last section.
Preliminaries
× be the canonical unramified additive character such that ψ ∞ (x) = e 2πix . The local component ψ p of ψ at a nonarchimedean place p is unramified if it is trivial on Z p but nontrivial on
be the associated quadratic character, where A = A Q is the adelic ring of Q and (, ) A is the Hilbert symbol of Q.
There is a Weil representation ω = ω ψ,V of O(V )(A) × SL 2 (A) acts on S(V (A)). We could view it locally. For each prime p, denote the local representation
The SL 2 (A)-action is determined by (see for example [Ku1] )
dy is the Haar measure on V (A) self-dual with respect to ψ((x, y)), and
is a 8-th root of unity associated to the local Weil representation at p (local Weil index). Let P = NM be the standard Borel subgroup of SL 2 , where N and M are subgroups of n(b) and m(a), respectively.
2.1. Introduction to quaternions. In this paper, we only consider the quaternion algebras over Q. Let B be a quaternion Q-algebra, then
Set the reduced trace tr(x) = x +x and reduced norm det(x) = xx.
For example, we have
, we take ι to be the involution sending
The reduced norm and trace is the standard determinant and trace of the matrix. Let D > 0 be a square free integer, and let B = B(D) be the unique quaternion algebra of discriminant D over Q, i.e., B is ramified at a finite prime p if and only if p|D. We denote quadratic space
The quaternion B is definite if and only if D has odd number of prime factors. In this case, we consider the average representation number over the gen(L), which is defined by
Here gen(L) is the set of equivalence classes of lattices in the same genus of L. For details see Section 5. When B(D) is indefinite, i.e., D has even number of prime factors, then the representation number does not make sense. In this case, V ′ is of signature (2, 2). We fix an embedding of
be the volume of X D 0 (N) with respect to Ω 0 . The same as equation (1.12), one define the normalized degree by
be two quadratic spaces with the same dimension and the same quadratic character χ. By the following diagram (2.5)
one knows that the image of λ V (1) , λ V (1) are in the same space I(s 0 , χ).
Recall the definition in [Ku2] as follows.
) are said to be matching if they match at each prime p, i = 1, 2.
For such a matching pair (ϕ (1) , ϕ (2) ), one has the following identity:
It implies that their Fourier coefficients are equal.
, and we denote
For the quadratic space
One can prove (ϕ ra ∞ , ϕ sp ∞ ) is a matching pair, which will be given in Section 5. By [DY, Proposition 3 .1], we have the following result:
The integral is absolutely convergent precisely when V is anisotropic or dim(V ) − r > 2, where r is the Witt index of V, i.e., the dimension of a maximal isotropic Q-subspace of V . The Eisenstein series may be not holomorphic at s 0 , so the Siegel-Weil formula is not always true. Kudla and Rallis [KR3] proved the regularized Siegel-Weil formula for some space.
3.1. Theta integral. From now on, we denote space (M 2 (Q), det) by V . There is no Siegel-Weil for this space since there are too many singular (rank one) elements. We define
Here dh ( the half of the Tamagawa measure) is the invariant measure
In general, the theta integral
is not convergent, even for the following case.
where
θ(e, h, ϕ)dh is not convergent since there are infinitely many elements with zero determinant.
Theorem 3.2. Assume that ϕ ∞ = ϕ sp ∞ , then the integral
is absolutely convergent for each g ∈ SL 2 (A).
Proof. It suffices to prove that the integral
It is easy to see
We need to verify that J(g, ω(h ′ )ϕ) = J(g, ϕ) for any h ′ ∈ SO(V )(A). The reason is as follows.
We writeθ
It is easy to see that
The case i = 0 is trivial since
Now we treat the case i = 2. It is easy to have
Here x η ∈ V is any element of norm η. Thus
It suffices to check
η , which lies in SL 2 (A). Then the left-hand side is equal to
Now we have
If we use the Tamagawa measures on SO(V )(A) and SL 2 (A), then the quotient measure gives
It suffices to prove that J(g, ϕ) is absolutely convergent. There is an open compact subgroup K of SL 2 (A f ) acting trivially on ϕ. It follows thatθ (g, hK, ϕ) =θ(g, h, ϕ).
Let K ∞ = SO(2)(R) and ϕ ′ = ω(g)ϕ, which is still a Schwartz function on V (A), and the infinite part |ϕ ′ ∞ | is bounded by a polynomial times a Gaussian.
It is known that ϕ ∞ (xk θ ) = ϕ ∞ (x) for k θ ∈ K ∞ . The proof is reduced to show the absolute convergence of
Here H is the upper half plane, and Γ = SL 2 (Q) ∩ K is a subgroup of SL 2 (Z) with finite index. Let Ω = {x + yi ∈ H : −1/2 < x ≤ 1/2, |x + yi| > 1} be the standard fundamental domain of SL 2 (Z)\H. It suffices to prove that
is absolutely convergent. The integrand grows slowly as y → ∞ using the decay of ϕ ′ ∞ . Note that h has only infinite part, and thus, essentially (up to a finite linear
where L is some lattice in V . Then it is easy to check that (3.5) θ
for some constant C. For convenience, we just assume that x = 0 and L = M 2 (Z). Since ϕ ′ ∞ is a Schwartz function, there exists M > 0 for c > 0, when
Then is is easy to see
where φ is the sum over the subset
which is a finite subset. When y > M 2 , B is empty. So
l is bounded by some constant. When l 1 l 2 l 3 l 4 = 0, we could follow the same method. Then one obtains the equation (3.5), the result follows.
Remark 3.3. When ϕ ∞ is a polynomial times a Gaussian, the above theorem is true. We leave details to the readers.
3.2. Fourier coefficient of theta integral. The η-th Fourier coefficient of I(g, ϕ) is given by
Q(x) = η}. For η = 0 and for any choice of ϕ,
is η-th Fourier coefficients ofĨ η (g, ϕ). By Theorem 3.2, one knows thatĨ η (g, ϕ) is absolutely convergent when ϕ ∞ = ϕ sp ∞ . We extend it to all ϕ ∈ S(V (A)) in the following result.
Proposition 3.4. For any η ∈ Q * and ϕ = ⊗ p ϕ p ∈ S(V (A)), the integral I η (g, ϕ) is absolutely convergent.
Proof. For convenience, we prove that I η (e, ϕ) is absolutely convergent. It is not hard to prove all cases if one replace ϕ by ω(g)ϕ.
Up to a finite linear combination, we suppose that support(ϕ f ) ⊆ L, where L is a lattice in the space V (Q). We could set ϕ f = char( M 2 (Z)).
Notice that the set V (Q) [η] for η = 0 is in one orbit, so there is an bijective map
where x η is any element in V (Q) with det x η = η.
It is easy to obtain that
Hence SO(V ) xη \ SO(V ) ∼ = 1 × SL 2 , and the integral
which is a compact subset of SL 2 (Q p ), and vol(
p . Now we assume η > 0, and we have the following estimation (3.10)
When p = ∞,
One has the Iwasawa decomposition of group SL 2 (R)
By the [We, pp194, Lemma 4] , there exists Here
2 |≤ M}, which is contained in a compact set. Thus the integral I η,∞ is convergent, so the integral I η (e, ϕ) is absolutely convergent from equation (3.10).
Weak Siegel-Weil formula
In this section, we prove Theorems 1.2 and 1.4.
Eisenstein series.
For the finite place p, we let K p = SL 2 (Z p ), a maximal compact subgroup of G p = G(Q p ). If p is infinite place, we set K ∞ = SO(2)(R). We let K = p K p be the maximal compact subgroup of G(A), and we have G(A) = P (A)K, where P = NM is the maximal parabolic subgroup of G (called Siegel parabolic).
The induced representation I(s, χ V ) = Ind
The Eisenstein series is defined by
It is absolutely convergent for ℜ(s) > 1. There is a G(A)-intertwining map
There exists a section Φ ∈ I(s, χ V ) such that λ(ϕ) = Φ(g, s 0 ), and one could write
Now we consider the case for V = (M 2 (Q), det). By [KR3, Lemma 1.3] and [KR3, Theorem 4 .12], we know that E(g, s, Φ) at most has one simple pole at s 0 . So one has the Laurent expansion
Assume that Φ(s) = p Φ p (s) is a factorizable standard section of I(s, χ). For η = 0, ℜ(s) > 1, the η-th Fourier coefficient of E(g, s, Φ) is
The integral W η,p (g, s, Φ p ) extends to an entire function of s [Ka] , [Wa] . For any fixed s, it defines an element of the one dimensional space
From [KR3, Section 2], one has:
Lemma 4.1. For every η ∈ Q * , E η (g, s, Φ) is holomorphic at s 0 .
Weak Siegel-Weil formula.
If G is a algebraic group over number field F , G A F is a topological locally compact group. If ω is a gauge form on G, and (λ P ) [We1, Chapter 2] is a set of convergence factor of G, then the Tamagawa measure Ω = (ω, (λ P )) is a left invariant measure on G A F , where P is any place of F . This measure is independent of the choice of ω, and is called the Tamagawa measure derived from the convergence factors (λ P ). If (1) is the convergence factors, the measure Ω = (ω, (1)) is called Tamagawa measure for G, and the number
is the Tamagawa number of G. Now we consider the fixed space V = M 2 (Q). Choosing the Tamagawa measure dh ′ on O(V )(A) which is 2 times dh. The gauge form ω = dx 1 ∧dx 2 ∧dx 3 ∧dx 4 on V determines a measure ω p for V p , which is the self dual for the pairing [x, y] = ψ p ((x, y)), where (, ) is the bilinear form associated to Q. On the other hand, the gauge form α = dη on Q determines a measure α p = d p η, which is self -dual with respect to the pairing [b, η] = ψ p (bη).
We can split ω = ω η ∧ α [Hi, section 2.5], where ω η is the gauge form
ω η is also the gauge form on O(V ) xη \O(V ). Then dh ′ induces the Tamagawa measure ω η on O(V ) xη (A)\O(V )(A) for x η ∈ V with Q(x η ) = η ( by the uniqueness of the Tamagawa measure). We now compute the Fourier coefficient of the theta integral
Where τ (O(V ) xη ) is the Tamagawa number of O(V ) xη , Weil have proved that τ (O(V ) xη ) = 2. In the last step, we have assumed that ϕ is factorizable and written
p ≤ ∞, for the local orbital integral. When ϕ is factorizable, then the associated Φ(s) = p Φ p (s) is also factorizable, where Φ p (s) ∈ I p (s, χ). For η ∈ Q × and ℜ(s) > 1, the η-th Fourier coefficient of E(g, s, ϕ) is
where c is a constant. Combining the Proposition 3.4 with the following result, we could prove Theorem 1.2.
Theorem 4.2. For any η ∈ Q * , we have
for all ϕ ∈ S(V (A)) and g ∈ SL 2 (A).
Proof. It suffices to prove that the constant c = 1. We could choose functions ϕ such that ϕ ∞ has compact support. Let λ(ϕ p ) = Φ p (s 0 ), then
is the map defined by integration over the fibers with respect to the measure determined by the restriction of the gauge form ω η .
For archimedean case, the function M ϕ∞ has a compact support. For the finite place, the function M ϕp lies in the Schwartz space S(Q p ). So one has
In the above equation, we used the same measure given by ω η on
Combining it with equations (4.9) and (4.12), one obtains
So the constant c = 1, thus we get the result.
Relations between theta integral and Eisenstein series.
Recall that
and the Laurent series is given by (4.14)
We identify notation ϕ with Φ if Φ(g, s 0 ) = λ(ϕ). Now we consider the constant term, i.e., the coefficient with η = 0. The constant term of Eisenstein series is
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Combining it with the Theorem 3.2, it suffices to proveĨ(g, ϕ) = E(g, s 0 , ϕ).
Firstly, we consider the constant term of both sides
Since Φ 1 (g, s 0 ) = 0, by equation (4.15), one obtains
Combining it with the Theorem 4.2, we know all the Fourier coefficients are equal. By the next lemma, one obtains the result.
Proof. Notice that f is a function with all Fourier coefficients being 0. Set
which is continuous and satisfies F (x + a) = F (x) for any a ∈ Q.
Thus it may be regarded as a function on the compact group A/Q. It therefore has a Fourier expansion in terms of the characters of A/Q. All the character has the form x → ψ(ηx), where η ∈ Q. Thus we have
, then one has:
Proposition 4.4. Let notations be as above, one has Proof. Let (ϕ, ϕ ′ ) be a matching pair, and we know that
for all g ∈ SL 2 (A).
Comparing the constant term
one has Φ 1 (g, s 0 ) = 0. From the Theorem 1.4 and the Siegel-Weil formula, we obtain
arithmetic geometry
Given an orthogonal decomposition
with V + of signature (2, 0) and V − of signature (0, 2). We define
For any x = x 1 x 2 x 3 x 4 ∈ V , let
and it is easy to check that this standard decomposition is exactly the orthogonal decomposition. Then one has
Let (V ′ , Q ′ ) be any other quaternion algebra over Q, which is anisotropic. Let
be the Gaussian of the space V ′ . From [DY, Section 3 .2] (Kudla used the notationφ(x, z)), we know (ϕ
−sinθ cosθ and Φ 2 ∞ (1, s) = 1. 5.1. Definite quaternions and representation numbers. We assume that D > 0 has odd number of prime factors, and let B = B(D) be the associated definite quaternion. In this case,
is a holomorphic modular form of weight 2 for some congruence subgroup. Here g τ = n(u)m( √ v) for τ = u + iv ∈ H. So the integral
is also a modular form of weight 2.
For an even integral lattice L in V ′ , we let
Two lattices L 1 and L 2 are in the same genus if they are equivalent locally everywhere, i.e, there is
be the genus of L-the set of equivalence classes of lattices in the same genus of L. Then one has
where q = e(τ ).
In this paper, we choose
5.2. Indefinite quaternions and Shimura curves. In this subsection, we assume that D > 0 has even number of prime factors, then B = B(D) is an indefinite quaternion. In this case, V ′ = (B, det) is of signature (2, 2). When D > 1, according to [Ku2, Theorem 4 .23], the theta integral I(g, ϕ) is a generating function of degrees of some divisors with respect to the tautological line bundle over the Shimura curve associated to V ′ . In our case, the divisors can be identified with Hecke correspondences on a Shimura curve. When D = 1, the case is similar.
For a positive integer m, let T D,N (m) be the Hecke correspondence on Shimura curve X D 0 (N) = Γ D 0 (N)\H which is defined in Subsection 2.1. The normalized degree is defined by
We have the following result.
and when D = 1,
where r D,N (0) = 1.
Proof. The case D = 1 follows from the same proof as in [DY, Theorem 5 .3], and we leave it to the readers.
5.3.
Relations to other quaternions. In this subsection, let V ′ be any division quaternion algebra over Q of discriminant D > 1 over Q. We prove Theorem 1.5 as follows which could be used to compute the number r D,N .
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Recall the definition in Section 2,
is constructed in this proposition. From Kudla's matching and the Siegel-Weil formula, one has
. Comparing the Fourier coefficients of both sides, we have
Here the local Whittaker function
When p is finite, W m,p (e, 1, Φ p ) is given in the Lemma 5.3. Then one has
Proof. It suffices to compute the integral Qp Φ One has the following decomposition
, which is the K 0 (p)-invariant subspace in the induced representation I(1, χ). Here χ is trivial. So any Φ ∈ I(1, χ) K 0 (p) is determined by Φ(e, 1) and Φ(w, 1). It is easy to know that Then one has
By the same method, one has
Combining it with equation (5.12) and the Proposition 2.2, one could obtain the result.
Proof of Corollary 1.13. By [KRY1, (2.7) ] and [Mi, Lemma 5.3.2] , one has
Then from Theorem 1.5, we get the result.
Three and Four squares Problem
In this section, we prove the Theorem 1.10. We split it into two cases: one is four squares, the other is three squares . 6.1. Four squares sum. The quaternion algebra associated to quadratic form Q = x 2 1 + x 2 2 + x 2 3 + x 2 4 is B(2), which could be written as
We denote V ′ = (B(2), Q) and consider the order O = Z+Zi+Zj +Zk, which is not the maximal order or Eichler order. Now we fix the lattice L = (O, Q), then one has
The class of L in gen(L) is 1, so we could compute it by Eisenstein series. Now let ϕ 
Theorem 6.1. With the above notations, one has
Proof. From the Siegel-Weil formula and Lemma 5.1, one has
It's an Eisenstein series of weight 2. From above equation, one has
. By the equation (5.9), we have
When p is odd, one has L ♯ p = L p , and the dual lattice is given by
is spherical, i.e., SL 2 (Z p )-invariant and Φ p (e, s) = 1. By the equation (5.12), one has
It is easy to see that Φ 2 (g 2 , 1) ∈ I(1, χ) K 0 (4) , which is the K 0 (4)-invariant subspace in I(1, χ). One need to check that ϕ ′ 2 is K 0 (4)-invariant for the Weil representation. We check ω(n 4 )ϕ ′ 2 = ϕ ′ 2 and leave others to the reader, where n 4 = w −1 n(−4)w = ( 1 4 1 ). One has
By the same methods as equation (5.12), we know
where U = 1 + 2Z 2 and n b −1 = 1 b −1 1 . Now we split it into two cases: m is odd or even. When m is odd From the equation (6.6), one has
Combing it with equations (5.9) and (6.4), we obtain r 4 (m) = 8σ 1 (m), (6.8)
When m is even Assuming ord 2 (m) = r, we have
Combing it with equations (6.3) and (6.4), one obtains
Thus we finish the proof.
The second proof:
By the Kudla's matching, we could compute r 4 (m) via the quadratic space V = (M 2 (Q), Q). We choose ϕ = ⊗ p ϕ p ∈ S(V (A)) as follows,
Comparing m-th Fourier coefficient of above equation, one has 6.2. Three squares sum. In this subsection, we consider the space B 0 (2) = {x ∈ B(2); tr(x) = 0} and denote the quadratic space V = (B 0 (2), Q). Fix the lattice L = Zi + Zj + Zk. This lattice has genus one, thus one has r 3 (m) = r L (m).
Define (6.12)
Let SL 2 be the metaplectic double cover of SL 2 , and we could write it as SL 2 = SL 2 ×{±1}. The multiplication is given by
for the cocycle as in [KRY2] . We frequently abuse the notation and write n(b), m Theorem 6.2. With the above notations, one has (6.14)
Proof. By the Siegel-Weil formula and Lemma 5.1, we have
Comparing Fourier coefficients of both sides, one has
where Φ p = λ(ϕ p ). We identify notation g τ with [g τ , 1] ∈ SL 2 (R).
Following the methods given in [KY] , we compute the local Whittaker functions as follows. It is known that
Denote t p = ord p (c). When p is odd, one has 
where b 2 = (1 − χ d (2))(2 −t 2 − 2 −t 2 −2 ) 1 − 2 −1 = 3 2 2 −t 2 (1 − χ d (2)). For a discriminant m > 0, define Hurwitz class number H(m) be the number of classes of not necessarily primitive positive definite quadratic forms of discriminant −m, except that those classes which have a representative which is a multiple of the formx 2 + y 2 should be counted with weight 1/2 and those which have a representative which is a multiple of the form x 2 + xy + y 2 should be counted with weight 1/3. The number H(m) is given by Thus it suffices to study A k for k a prime power. We write Now we fix s = 3 and denote r p = ord p (m). By Hardy's formula, and also in Dickson [Di] , one has the following result: If r is an odd positive integer, if r < r p + 1. Now we recall the normalized local Whittaker functions. For details see [KY, Section 4] .
Let (V, Q) be a quadratic space with dimension n. and let L be a lattice in V . For any ϕ p ∈ S(V p ), the Whittakler function Lemma 7.1. Let V = (B 0 (2), Q) and the lattice L = Zi + Zj + Zk, which are defined in the Section 6. One has . Then one obtains the result.
For the convenience, we rewrite the Theorem 1.11.
